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Restorer 2000 
Interactive floor finish  

Laminator & maintainer 
5 Litres   - N135 

 

  

DESCRIPTION: 

This versatile product can be used by mop-on restoration method, spray buffing or through an auto-

scrubber. Outstanding gloss and durability are the hallmark of this unique maintainer. 

 

 

DIRECTIONS: 

Application for mop-on restoration: 

Dust mop on floor. Dilute 1 part restorer 2000 to 4 parts water. Apply evenly to the floor and 

allow dry. When the floor is visibly dry it can be buffed. 

Application for spray buffing: 

Spray restorer 2000 in a light mist to a small area directly in the path of the floor machine, and 

immediately buff. 

Application for auto-scrubber restoration: 

Dilute 60ml of restorer 2000 into 1l of cold water in the auto-scrubber. Apply solution and pick 

up solution. As soon as floor is visibly dry it may be burnished.  

 

Maintenance: 

Remove surface dust and dirt daily by mopping. When scratches and scuffs appear, apply                      

restorer 2000, dilute as above for particularly stubborn marks. Burnish while still wet.  

 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES: 

 Appearance:    white emulsion  

 Odour:     odourless 

 Specific Gravity:   1.00 

 PH:     8.5 +/- 0.5 

 

 

FIRST AID MEASURES: 

Ingestion: 

Immediately rinse mouth with water. If swallowed do not induce vomiting. Give water to drink. 

Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Seek immediate medical attention. 

Eye Contact: 

Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes while holding 

eyelids open. Transport to the nearest medical facility for additional treatment. Do not rub 

eyes or keep eyes closed.  

Skin Contact: 

Remove contaminated clothing. Flush exposed area with water and follow by washing with 

soap if available. 

Inhalation: 

Remove the affected person out to a ventilated area. If not breathing, give artificial 

respiration. If breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Seek medical attention. 


